FREE PRODUCTS OF VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS(i)
is an irreducible monomial, 1 < i < n,, 1 < k < m.
where each x, ¿y, ¿-••*£_, iyk_l ¿xy is defined as the following: first of all,
where y = y -tr (y )l. Hence, we can assume either tr (y ) = 0 or y = cl. Now, (ii) If x, is a scalar, but t is not, then and ab is a sum of irreducible monomials all of length at least two, hence fiab) = 0.
(iii) Suppose t is a scalar but x, is not. In case m = n, fiab) = 0 and
In case m = n + 1,
In all other cases ba is a sum of irreducible monomials all of length at least two, hence fiba) = 0 = fiab). Henee,
This shows that zz is unitary on A, and completes the proof of the lemma.
It can be proved similarly that R, : a h-> a-è is a bounded linear operator on A. Since A has an identity, A is a Hilbert algebra (Dixmier 
, for x, y £ A, and complex numbers À, u.
(ii) L L -L , for x, y e A, where x • y is the extended multiplication.
x y A * A2 is a finite vonNeumann algebra with trace ttia) = ia\l), tot a£A. * A2. We note that WV = e2ir("_ 1)!/"WV, (V-0* -V""', (W*)* = IV"-*, /, k = 1, 2,.
• ■ , rz.
Hence U* . = ÍVA*ÍWk)* = yn-iyn-k = e2"i{n-l)(n-j)(n-k)/nv^Û . U,, .,'=WkV'Wk,V'' = e2r,i(n-l)k,iV. ,, . 
